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Abstract
Background Socioeconomic position (SEP) in childhood
and adulthood influences the risk of adult psychiatric disorder. This paper investigates first how cumulative childhood manual SEP influences the risk for mid-life
depressive and anxiety disorders and secondly the effects
of health selection based on psychological disorder in
childhood and psychological distress in early adulthood on
mid-life social position.
Methods 9,377 participants of the 1958 Birth Cohort
were followed up at 45 years with the Revised Clinical
Interview Schedule to measure depressive and anxiety
disorders. SEP was measured by Registrar General Social
Class in childhood (ages 7, 11 and 16 years) and adulthood
(ages 23, 33 and 42 years). Internalising and externalising
disorders were also measured in childhood.
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Results Cumulative manual SEP in childhood was
weakly associated with increased risk of mid-life disorder.
Childhood internalising and externalising disorders were
associated with less upward social mobility and manual
adult social position. Psychological disorder on three
occasions in childhood was associated with manual adult
occupational status (OR = 3.33, 95% CI 2.63–4.21) even
after adjusting for childhood SEP and malaise score at
42 years.
Conclusions Both social causation and health selection
contribute to the association of childhood socioeconomic
disadvantage and mid-life depressive and anxiety disorders. Tackling accumulation of disadvantage and understanding and treating childhood psychological disorders
and their educational and occupational consequences could
reduce the risk of mid-life psychiatric disorders.
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Introduction
Exposure to socioeconomic disadvantage in childhood as
well as adulthood may explain the association of adult
depressive and anxiety disorders with manual socioeconomic position (SEP) [2, 14, 25, 29, 41]. In social causation models, childhood SEP directly predicts adult
psychiatric disorder, largely depressive and anxiety disorders. There are several models for social causation
across the life course; childhood socioeconomic disadvantage may be linked to adult psychiatric disorder by
either ‘critical period’ pathway or risk accumulation
models [15, 21, 24]. In critical period models, there is
exposure to socioeconomic disadvantage in childhood
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whose effects, sometimes on biological systems, such as
the HPA axis, remain latent until adulthood and whose
effects are independent of adult exposure to adversity. In
pathway models, exposure to socioeconomic disadvantage
in childhood sets up a life course trajectory in which early
exposure to disadvantage tends to lead to further disadvantage which increases the risk of psychiatric disorders.
Socioeconomic disadvantage may include experiences of
repeated disappointment and lack of opportunity contributing to low aspirations and negative affectivity; interrupted or low quality parenting (parental loss, poor
parental mental health, low parental expectations, caregiver changes), residential mobility and lack of access to
social and human capital [7, 18, 35]: psychosocial risk
factors outside the scope of this paper. Across the life
course, greater exposure to negative life events, less
resources and coping skills to deal with them may
increase the risk of psychological disorder [2, 9]. An
important linking factor may be education: socioeconomic
disadvantage will restrict access to education, may mean
it is less valued, and if educational attainment is subsequently low, may restrict employment opportunities and
the development of human capital [32, 46].
In this paper, risk accumulation, or cumulative socioeconomic disadvantage, refers to repeated exposure to
hardship across the life course as measured by own or
parental manual SEP. Socioeconomic disadvantage may
also be associated with early onset of both mental and
physical illness that may interfere with social and educational development and upward social mobility. Thus,
associations between SEP and adult psychiatric disorder
may also result from health selection whereby people with
psychological disorder in childhood, either brought forward by childhood socioeconomic disadvantage or independently of SEP, are selected into manual adult SEP [6,
45]. Thus, childhood psychological disorder may influence
adult social position.
A recent analysis of the 1958 British Birth Cohort
reported that the association between manual childhood
SEP at a single point (age 7 years) and increased risk of
mid-life depressive and anxiety disorders was accounted
for by adjustment for adult SEP [49]. This suggested that
the influence of socioeconomic disadvantage in childhood
on the risk of mid-life depressive and anxiety disorders in
this cohort may be indirect and might be mediated
through adult socioeconomic disadvantage. In contrast,
other cohort studies show independent effects of childhood SEP on adult mental health [12, 14, 41]. Furthermore, the effect of adult SEP on risk of mid-life disorders
was much diminished by adjustment for childhood psychological disorders. This paper examines the ways in
which childhood SEP is linked to mid-life depressive and
anxiety disorders in the 1958 Birth Cohort (Fig. 1). We
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Fig. 1 A model of lifecourse manual SEP and adult depressive and
anxiety disorders

examine the following questions: Is there evidence for an
accumulation model (i.e. do effects of exposure to
childhood and adulthood socioeconomic disadvantage
accumulate to increase risk of adult disorder)? Is there
evidence that the association of SEP and mid-life disorder
results from health selection due to psychological disorder in childhood or early adulthood psychological
distress?
We hypothesise that (1) accumulation of exposure to
socioeconomic disadvantage across childhood will be
associated with increased risk of mid-life disorder independently of accumulation of exposure to socioeconomic
disadvantage across adulthood; (2) cumulative exposure to
socioeconomic disadvantage in childhood and adulthood
will mediate the increased risk of mid-life disorders associated with childhood psychological disorders; and (3)
childhood psychological disorder and early adulthood distress will influence mid-life SEP independently of childhood SEP and mid-life disorder.

Methods
The 1958 Birth Cohort commenced as a perinatal mortality
survey [3] that recruited 98% of all births in England,
Scotland and Wales during a week in March 1958. The
cohort members have been followed up at ages 7, 11, 16,
23, 33, 42 years and with a biomedical follow-up at age
45 years [39]. During the childhood surveys, the sample
was augmented by immigrants to the UK who were born in
the study week giving a total sample of 18,558 participants.
Data were obtained from parents and schools (teachers and
doctors) on participants at ages 7, 11 and 16 years and
through personal interviews at ages 23, 33 and 42 years.
After exclusions for death, emigration, permanent refusal,
armed forces and long-term non-contacts, 11,971 participants still in contact with the study at 45 years were invited
to a nurse-led biomedical assessment including a computer-assisted personal interview. The achieved sample
was 9,377 with a response rate of 72% of the contacted
sample, representing 59% of the eligible sample. Ethical
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approval for the survey was given by the South East MultiCentre Research Ethics Committee (MREC).
SEP
Adult social position was based on current or most recent
occupation at 23, 33, and 42 years and categorised using the
British Registrar General classification [33] as ‘I and II’
professional/managerial/technical, ‘IIINM’ other non-manual, ‘IIIM’ skilled manual, and ‘IV and V’ unskilled manual.
Both men and women were allocated to a manual or nonmanual SEP on the basis of their own occupation. Childhood
SEP at birth, 7, 11 and 16 years was categorised by father’s
occupation using the same classification. Childhood and
adulthood SEP was categorised as non-manual (I, II, IINM)
and manual (IIIM, IV, V) for analyses. Social position in
adulthood was also measured by housing tenure at ages 23,
33, and 42 years distinguishing homeowners from people
with public housing, private rental housing and other residential arrangements. SEP was measured across four occasions in childhood (at birth, 7, 11 and 16 years) and three in
adulthood (at 23, 33 and 42 years). Summary indices of
manual SEP were derived separately for childhood and
adulthood. For each of these scales, a respondent was classified as manual if they occupied manual SEP on any two
occasions: non-manual SEP or only one occasion of manual
SEP was scored as non-manual.
Depressive and anxiety disorders
Depressive and anxiety disorders in the previous week
were measured by the Depression and Anxiety modules of
the Revised Clinical Interview Schedule [23] administered
by a nurse using a computer-assisted personal interview at
age 45 years. Diagnoses were derived according to standard algorithms for ICD-10 diagnoses. A summary measure of ‘any diagnosis’ was derived that included
‘generalised anxiety disorder’, ‘depressive episode’, ‘any
phobia’ (excluding specific phobias), and ‘panic disorder.’
‘Generalised anxiety disorder’ and ‘depressive episode’
were also examined as separate outcomes.
Early adulthood psychological distress
Psychological distress at age 23 years was measured by the
Malaise Inventory [44], a reliable measure of emotional
disturbance and somatic symptoms [42]. The inventory has
demonstrated validity in this population; [42] reliability for
the scales was high in our sample (age 23 years, a = 0.76,
N = 7,910). The Malaise Inventory provides a total score
and a dichotomous measure of high versus low psychological distress; a score of 7 and above indicates a high
level of psychological distress [28].
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Childhood psychological disorder
Psychological disorder, comprised of internalising and
externalising disorders, at ages 7 and 11 years was measured using the teacher-rated Bristol Social Adjustment
Guides [51] comprising 146 items of behaviour, each of
which belongs to 1 of 12 separate syndromes. The top 13%
were defined as psychologically distressed based on earlier
studies [11]. Internalising and externalising disorders at age
16 years were measured using the teacher version of the
Rutter Scales [8]. Scales were derived for internalising
disorders (a = 0.66, N = 7,225) and externalising disorders (a = 0.88, N = 7,179). For each scale, the top 13%
were defined as psychologically distressed [11]. A cumulative scale was devised, counting the number of times
participants met the criteria for psychological disorder
(internalising and externalising disorders) across the phases
at 7, 11 and 16 years (ranging from 0 to 6).
Statistical analysis
Logistic regression analyses were conducted to examine
independent associations between accumulation of (1)
childhood and (2) adulthood SEP and mid-life disorders
(any diagnosis, generalised anxiety disorder and depressive
episode) adjusting for sex. The effects of childhood SEP
were then adjusted for adult SEP and vice versa and then
both were additionally adjusted for childhood psychological disorder. Separate analyses assessed the effect of
childhood and adulthood housing tenure on mid-life disorders. Interactions between SEP and sex were examined to
test whether social gradients differed between women and
men in relation to diagnosis. Interactions between childhood and adulthood SEP and mid-life disorder examined
whether the effects of childhood manual SEP were influenced by manual adult SEP. We then examined the association between childhood disorders and mid-life disorder,
adjusting for sex, sex and childhood SEP, and sex, childhood and adulthood SEP. We also tested for interactions
between childhood SEP and childhood psychological disorders to examine whether manual childhood SEP
increased the association of childhood and mid-life disorder. In further logistic regression analyses, we examined
the association between childhood psychological disorders
and adulthood social position at 42 years, adjusting for sex,
sex and childhood SEP, and sex, childhood SEP and adult
psychological distress at 42 years. We carried out the same
analyses using housing tenure at 42 years as the outcome.
We tested for interactions between childhood SEP and
childhood psychological disorder. Sobel tests assessed
partial or full mediation of the effect of childhood manual
SEP on mid-life disorder by adulthood SEP: this tests
whether the reduction in variance explained by the
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childhood manual SEP after adjustment for the mediators is
statistically significant [26, 48].
Multiple imputation was used to address missing data on
the analyses, using the ICE programme in STATA (Version 8.2). All psychological health and SEP variables
reported in this paper were included in the imputation
equations. Qualifications completed by 33 years, employment status at 33 and 45 years and household tenure in
childhood and adulthood were also included as they were
significantly associated with attrition [5]. All participants
except 1,245 who had died during the course of the study
were included in the imputation, but analyses were conducted only for those who participated in the 45-year study.
Only four imputed values were used in the analyses of the
dependent variable—depressive and anxiety disorders at
45 years. Missing data on the independent variables ranged
from 3.5 to 18% except for social class at 16 years (26%),
tenure at 16 years (24%), externalising at 16 years (23%)
and internalising at 16 years (22%). Five imputation cycles
were run and analyses indicated that the measures were
stable across the imputations. Parameter estimates were
combined across the five imputations using the MICOMBINE command in STATA. In order to address attrition,
inverse probability weights were then estimated from a
logistic regression model predicting participation in the 45year study. Sex, all of the independent variables used in the
imputation equations (except those measured at 45 years),
and all significant two-way interactions linking independent variables with participation were used as predictors in
this logistic regression. The weight was applied to all
analyses presented in this paper. We also repeated these
analyses using complete case analysis.

Results
At age 45 years, 6% of the total sample met the criteria for
mid-life disorder (7.2% of women; 4.8% of men) [49].
Amongst participants with paternal manual SEP at age
7 years, 55.3% attained non-manual SEP by age 42 years.
Cumulative manual SEP and mid-life disorders
We examined the effects of repeated exposure to manual
SEP in childhood and adulthood on risk of adult disorders
(Table 1). Being in manual SEP two or more times during
childhood was associated with a greater risk of any diagnosis at mid-life compared to those who were classified as
being in manual SEP one or less times; this association was
only marginally significant after adjustment for cumulative
adulthood SEP and became non-significant after adjustment for child psychological disorder. A similar pattern of
results was found when repeating the analyses using
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housing tenure during childhood instead. We then repeated
the analyses using generalised anxiety disorder and
depressive episode as outcomes at 45 years instead of any
diagnosis. Both being in manual SEP in childhood and
renting childhood tenure were more associated with generalised anxiety disorder (manual SEP: OR = 1.28, 95%
CI 0.95–1.72; renting tenure: OR = 1.35, 95% CI 1.09–
1.76) than with depressive episode (manual SEP:
OR = 1.01, 95% CI 0.69–1.50; renting tenure: OR = 1.16,
95% CI 0.83–1.63) adjusting for sex, adult SEP or tenure,
respectively, and childhood psychological disorder.
Accumulation of manual adult SEP was associated with
increased risk of mid-life disorders which was undiminished by adjustment for childhood SEP. This association
was diminished after further adjustment for childhood
psychological disorder but remained statistically significant; strong associations were found using adulthood
housing tenure instead of SEP (Table 1). The interaction
between childhood and adult SEP that was tested to check
whether there was evidence of moderation was not statistically significant. We then repeated the analyses using
generalised anxiety disorder and depressive episode as
outcomes at 45 years instead of any diagnosis. In contrast
to the results with childhood SEP, there was a tendency for
manual adult SEP to be more associated with depressive
episode (manual SEP for females: OR = 1.84, 95% CI
1.22–2.77; renting tenure: OR = 2.22, 95% CI 1.61–3.07)
than with generalised anxiety disorder (manual SEP:
OR = 1.21, 95% CI 0.88–1.68; renting tenure: OR = 1.88,
95% CI 1.48–2.39) adjusting for sex, childhood SEP or
tenure, and childhood psychological disorder. There was a
significant interaction between adulthood SEP and sex
(p = 0.049) for depressive episode, similar to that found
with any diagnosis; this was not found for generalised
anxiety disorder. Sobel tests reveal that adulthood SEP
partially mediates the effect of childhood SEP on mid-life
disorder (Sobel = 3.68, p \ 0.001) and adulthood tenure
partially mediates the effect of childhood tenure on midlife disorders (Sobel = 8.17, p \ 0.001). A similar pattern
of results for the overall associations of childhood and
adulthood SEP and mid-life disorders was shown in a
complete case analysis.
The role of childhood psychological disorder
We examined the association between childhood psychological disorders and any diagnosis at 45 years (Table 2).
Childhood psychological disorders were strongly associated with mid-life disorders. This association was reduced
slightly by adjustment for childhood SEP and further
reduced by adjustment for adulthood SEP suggesting partial mediation by exposure to childhood and adult disadvantage. Similar results were found for internalising and
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Table 1 Associations of childhood and adulthood socioeconomic position and tenure with any diagnosis at 45 years adjusted for sex and
childhood psychological disorder (N = 9,377): current prevalence and odds ratios
N

% with any
diagnosis

Adjusted for sex

Adjusted for sex and
childhood or adulthood
SEPa

Adjusted for sex, childhood or
adulthood SEP, and childhood
psychological disorder

OR

95% CI

OR

95% CI

OR

1.15, 1.85

1.28*

1.00, 1.62

1.18

95% CI

Socioeconomic position
Childhood SEPb,c
0–1 times in manual

2,614

4.7

1.00

2 or more times in manual

6,763

6.7

1.46***

0–1 times in manual

5,772

5.5

1.00

2 or more times in manual

3,605

7.2

1.63***

1.00

1.00
0.92, 1.51

Adulthood SEPb,c
1.00
1.31, 2.06

1.55***

0.85, 1.73

1.07

1.00
1.23, 1.96

1.27*

0.75, 1.55

0.88

1.14, 1.80

Adulthood SEP for malesb,c
0–1 times in manual

3,584

3.7

1.00

2 or more times in manual

1,081

8.4

1.21
1.00

1.00

1.00
0.60, 1.29

Adulthood SEP for femalesb,c
0–1 times in manual

3,586

5.6

2 or more times in manual

1,126

12.5

N

% with any
diagnosis

2.03***

1.00
1.57, 2.63

1.98***

1.00
1.51, 2.61

1.63***

1.24, 2.16

Adjusted for sex

Adjusted for
sex and childhood
or adulthood tenurea

Adjusted for sex, childhood
or adulthood tenure, and childhood
psychological disorder

OR

OR

OR

95% CI

95% CI

95% CI

Tenure
Childhood tenureb,c
0–1 times in rented

4,533

4.9

1.00

2 or more times in rented

4,844

7.2

1.57***
1.00

1.00
1.30, 1.91

1.30**

1.00
1.07, 1.59

1.22

0.99, 1.49

Adulthood tenureb,c
0–1 times in rented

7,170

4.7

2 or more times in rented

2,207

10.5

2.51***

1.00
2.09, 3.03

2.37***

1.00
1.97, 2.85

2.04***

1.69, 2.48

% and N not weighted: all other analyses imputed and weighted
* p = 0.05, ** p = 0.01, *** p = 0.001
a

Childhood SEP model adjusted for adulthood SEP; adulthood SEP model adjusted for childhood SEP. Childhood tenure model adjusted for
adulthood tenure: adulthood tenure model adjusted for childhood tenure

b

Number of times in manual social class or number of times in rented tenure

c

Interaction between childhood SEP and adulthood SEP p = 0.917; interaction between sex and childhood SEP p = 0.367; interaction between
sex and adulthood SEP p = 0.016. Interaction between childhood tenure and adulthood tenure p = 0.239; interaction between sex and childhood
tenure p = 0.115; interaction between sex and adulthood tenure p = 0.819

externalising disorders separately and when housing tenure
was substituted for SEP. Similar results were also found
when generalised anxiety disorder and depressive episode
were the outcomes at 45 years. The interaction between
childhood SEP and childhood psychological disorders was
not statistically significant.
To assess potential health selection, we examined the
proportion of participants with upward social mobility
between ages 7 and 42 years by any childhood psychological disorder. In those without childhood psychological
disorder, 65.3% of manual SEP in childhood became non-

manual in adulthood, whereas in those with childhood
psychological disorder 45.3% of manual SEP became nonmanual. Odds ratios for the association between childhood
psychological disorders and SEP at age 42 years adjusted
for sex are reported in Table 3. Any internalising or
externalising disorder at 7, 11 or 16 years and psychological distress at 23 years were strongly associated with
manual SEP at age 42 years. These associations diminished
slightly after adjustment for childhood SEP with little
change after additionally adjusting for malaise score at
42 years. A similar pattern of results was shown for a
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Table 2 Relationship between childhood psychological disorder and any diagnosis at age 45 years, adjusted for childhood SEP and adulthood
SEP (N = 9,377)
N

% with
diagnosis

Adjusted for sex

Adjusted for sex
and childhood SEP

Adjusted for sex, childhood SEP,
and adulthood SEP

OR

OR

OR

95% CI

95% CI

95% CI

Childhood mental health
0

5,111

4.6

1.00

1

2,468

6.5

1.50***

1.20, 1.88

1.46***

1.17, 1.84

1.43**

1.14, 1.80

2

1,127

8.5

2.10***

1.55, 2.86

2.05***

1.51, 2.79

1.90***

1.38, 2.63

671

11.4

3.19***

2.36, 4.31

3.08***

2.27, 4.18

2.81***

2.07, 3.82

3 or more

1.00

1.00

Any internalising 7, 11 or 16 years
No

6,504

5.1

1.00

Yes

2,873

8.1

1.75***

1.00
1.45, 2.12

1.00

1.70***

1.41, 2.07

1.60***

1.31, 1.95

Any externalising 7, 11 or 16
No

6,949

5.3

1.00

Yes

2,428

8.1

1.74***

1.00
1.42, 2.11

1.00

1.68***

1.38, 2.05

1.56***

1.28, 1.92

% and N not weighted: all other analyses imputed and weighted. No significant interactions with: childhood psychological disorder 9 childhood
SEP = 0.673, 0.868, 0.693; internalising 9 childhood SEP = 0.730; externalising 9 childhood SEP = 0.776
* p = 0.05, ** p = 0.01, *** p = 0.001

Table 3 Relationship between childhood psychological disorder and social class at 42 years, adjusted for the childhood SEP and malaise
42 years (N = 9,377)
N

Adjusted for sex

Adjusted sex and
childhood SEP

Adjusted sex, childhood SEP,
and psychological disorder at 42 years

OR

OR

OR

95% CI

95% CI

95% CI

Childhood mental health
0

5,111

1.00

1

2,468

1.65***

1.47, 1.86

1.53***

1.36, 1.72

1.51***

2

1,127

3.02***

2.45, 3.74

2.70***

2.18, 3.35

2.63***

2.13, 3.25

671

4.05***

3.21, 5.10

3.50***

2.76, 4.42

3.33***

2.63, 4.21

3 or more

1.00

1.00
1.34, 1.70

Any internalising 7, 11 or 16
No

6,504

1.00

Yes

2,873

2.16***

1.00
1.95, 2.39

2.01***

1.00
1.81, 2.23

1.95***

1.76, 2.17

Any externalising 7, 11 or 16
No

6,949

1.00

Yes

2,428

2.01***

1.00
1.77, 2.30

1.82***

1.00
1.60, 2.09

1.77***

1.55, 2.03

Malaise 23
No
Yes

8,418
959

1.00
1.99***

1.00
1.66, 2.40

1.77***

1.00
1.47, 2.16

1.57***

1.29, 1.92

% and N not weighted: all other analyses imputed and weighted. No significant interactions with sex: childhood psychological disorder 9 sex = 0.282, 0.518, 0.535; internalising 9 sex 0.923; externalising 9 sex = 0.685; malaise 23 9 sex = 0.584
* p = 0.05, ** p = 0.01, *** p = 0.001

complete case analysis. Strong associations were also
found for childhood psychological disorder and housing
tenure at 42 years adjusting for childhood tenure and
malaise score at 42 years (Table 4). There was a significant
interaction between any externalising disorder and
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childhood SEP. Consequently, we stratified the analysis by
childhood SEP. A comparatively stronger association
linked externalising disorders and being in manual SEP at
42 years amongst participants who had three or four reports
of manual SEP in childhood (OR = 1.98, 95% CI 1.5–2.6;
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Table 4 Relationship between childhood psychological disorder and rented tenure at 42 years, adjusted for the childhood tenure and malaise
42 years (N = 9,377)
N

Adjusted for sex

Adjusted sex and childhood tenure

Adjusted sex, childhood tenure,
and psychological health at 42 years

OR

OR

OR

95% CI

95% CI

95% CI

Childhood mental health
0

5,111

1.00

1

2,467

1.78***

2

1,127

3.10***

2.50, 3.86

2.84***

2.30, 3.50

2.67***

2.16, 3.29

671

5.49***

4.49, 6.71

4.79***

2.30, 3.50

4.30***

3.53, 5.23

3 or more

1.00
1.53, 2.06

1.69***

1.00
1.46, 1.97

1.63***

1.40, 1.90

Any internalising 7, 11 or 16
No

6,504

1.00

Yes

2,873

2.28***

1.00
2.02, 2.57

2.14***

1.00
1.89, 2.41

2.02***

1.78, 2.29

Any externalising 7, 11 or 16
No

6,949

1.00

Yes

2,428

2.43***

8,418

1.00

1.00
2.13, 2.78

2.24***

1.00
1.96, 2.57

2.13***

1.86, 2.43

Malaise 23
No
Yes

959

2.60***

1.00
2.19, 3.07

2.33***

1.00
1.97, 2.77

1.80***

1.51, 2.15

% and N not weighted: all other analyses imputed and weighted. No significant interactions with sex: childhood psychological disorder 9 sex = 0.711, 0.822, 0.828; internalising 9 sex 0.998; externalising 9 sex = 0.254; malaise 23 9 sex = 0.666
* p = 0.05, ** p = 0.01, *** p = 0.001

OR = 1.85, 95% CI 1.6–2.2) relative to participants who
had not been in manual SEP (OR = 1.52, 95% CI 1.0–2.2).
There was no interaction between childhood SEP and
childhood psychological disorder. The odds ratios for SEP
at 42 years by psychological distress at 23 years remained
consistent despite adjustments.

Discussion
Earlier studies have established the social gradient in malaise
score at 23 and 33 years in this cohort [36, 38]. In this study,
being socioeconomically disadvantaged in childhood only
marginally increased the risk of mid-life disorder weakly
supporting hypothesis 1 that accumulation of manual SEP in
childhood is associated with increased risk of mid-life disorder independently of adult SEP. Part of the effects of
childhood socioeconomic disadvantage were mediated
through adult SEP. Being less socially advantaged in childhood and adulthood only partially mediated the association
between childhood psychological disorders and mid-life
disorder (hypothesis 2) meaning that the association between
childhood psychological disorder and mid-life disorder was
not explained by childhood or adulthood SEP. Childhood
psychological disorder and early adulthood distress were
associated with manual SEP and renting housing tenure in
adulthood even after adjusting for childhood SEP, confirming health selection (hypothesis 3).

Strengths and weaknesses of the study
The main limitation of longitudinal study analysis is sample attrition and missing data. Indeed, missing data on
manual SEP have been associated with poor mental health
in this dataset. While the methods (imputation and weights)
were designed to minimise the possible influence of attrition on findings [1, 50], we cannot be sure whether the
results have not been influenced by attrition. Registrar
General Social Class is not always sensitive to recent
changes in occupational structure, may be less meaningful
in women [10] and shows less consistent associations with
mental health compared to income, economic difficulties
and education [9, 22] but similar results were found using
housing tenure. There are limitations to the Bristol Social
Adjustment Guide and the Rutter Scales. These are less
precise than some modern instruments. The absence of
measures of parental psychopathology is a limitation but
previous studies have found that this does not explain the
association of parental SEP and later child disorder [16].
Registrar General Social Class, based on occupation,
measures both social prestige and material resources, as the
status of an occupation is usually strongly associated with
income [10, 19]. It is not an ideal measure for partialling
out effects of social prestige from the effects of materialist
explanations of social gradients. Material socioeconomic
disadvantage is partly a risk factor for depressive and
anxiety disorders because loss events, including, e.g., death
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of close persons, unemployment and ill-health are more
frequently associated with manual SEP while access to
material resources that can help buffer life events is less
available [7]. On the other hand, social prestige may be
more important in the causation of depressive and anxiety
disorders than for physical illness [2, 13].
Accumulation of risk
In earlier analyses in this study, manual SEP in childhood
only weakly predicted adult diagnoses but did predict adult
depressive symptoms [40]. We found that the effect of
cumulative childhood manual SEP was minimal after
adjustment for adult SEP, while the cumulative effects of
adult SEP were not influenced by adjustment for childhood
SEP. The weaker associations with childhood SEP may
partly reflect the greater time distance between SEP in
childhood, compared to adult SEP, and mid-life disorder.
However, other longitudinal studies have also found little
or inconsistent associations between childhood SEP and
either early adult [34] or mid-life disorder [20]. Childhood
SEP has also predicted early adult anxiety disorders but not
depressive disorders [30]; this is similar to our results in
which childhood SEP was more strongly associated with
generalised anxiety disorder at 45 years than with depressive episode. It seems possible that the effects of manual
childhood SEP have less long-term effect in the intergenerationally upwardly mobile, similar to the findings with
self-rated health [37]. The effects of cumulative adult
manual SEP were confined to women which we had not
predicted. However, in analyses with tenure rather than
SEP, there was no sex interaction suggesting this result
may be specifically related to SEP rather than the effect of
material disadvantage being greater in women than men.
Our findings weakly support either a pathway or an accumulation model linking childhood SEP and the risk of midlife disorders [17]. They do not fit a ‘critical period’ model
[19]. Investigation of predictors of psychosocial adjustment
and educational achievement in childhood in this cohort
favours a pathway model with material deprivation and
family involvement as mediating factors [46]. It may be
that the effect of manual childhood SEP is attenuated or
modified by mid-life.
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despite the greater prevalence of psychiatric disorder in
women and the different meaning of SEP in adult women
and men. Poor self-rated health that often includes an
element of mental health has also been associated with
modest downward social mobility in this cohort [27]. In
keeping with our finding that health selection associated
with externalising disorder was increased by exposure to
childhood manual SEP, Johnson et al. [16] found that
childhood disruptive disorders predicted poor educational
attainment. Manual SEP might increase the risk of academic failure and social exclusion in a child with ‘behaviour problems’. However, evidence for health selection has
not always been found in other studies predicting early
adult depressive and anxiety disorders [16, 30, 41] but it
may be that individuals were not followed for long enough.
Childhood SEP, childhood psychological disorders and
mid-life disorders
Could the effects of SEP on mid-life disorders be partly
mediated through mental ill-health beginning in childhood
and persisting into adulthood [31, 36]? The association
between childhood and adult disorder was only minimally
diminished by adjustment for childhood SEP. The continuance of childhood psychological disorder into mid-life
cannot be explained by childhood disadvantage. However,
because childhood psychological disorder predicts manual
SEP in adulthood and is also related to mid-life disorders,
childhood psychological disorder may be a partial explanation of the association of adult SEP and mid-life disorders. This concurs with no SEP effect on common mental
disorders in a UK national study after adjustment for prior
mental health [47]. Childhood psychological disorder may
increase the likelihood of manual SEP in adulthood [45],
partially mediated through failure in educational attainment
[43] and thence occupational position [31]; in this cohort,
poor childhood health was related to lower average adult
earnings and poorer educational attainment [4] and childhood mental ill-health has been linked to risk of adult
unemployment [32]. Health selection is not confined to the
transition between childhood and adulthood; distress in
early adulthood can still exert a limiting effect on upward
social mobility between early adulthood and mid-life.

Health selection
Conclusions
In this study, we also found evidence for health selection in
which having childhood psychological disorders increased
the risk of being in manual SEP, or holding public or private rented housing tenure in adulthood [45]. Childhood
psychological disorder affected adult SEP despite adjustment for childhood SEP and malaise at 42 years. The
pattern of results was very similar in women and men
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In summary, we found that both social causation and health
selection played a part in the influence of childhood SEP on
risk of common mental disorder in mid-life. With an
increasing time interval between childhood SEP and risk
of adult disorder, the magnitude of direct effects of
childhood SEP on mental health diminishes and the
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influence of selective effects become more obvious. The
association between these childhood disorders, which
impair educational attainment and work functioning, and
SEP is likely to be reciprocal: socioeconomic disadvantage
is a risk factor for these disorders which in turn may
impede upward social mobility across the life course.
Exposure to manual SEP, up to mid-life, confers increased
risk of these disorders in mid-life. A positive implication of
these results is that if there is intergenerational upward
mobility some of the risk associated with socioeconomically disadvantaged childhoods for these disorders can be
diminished. Further research is needed on how childhood
psychological disorders affect educational and occupational achievement. Paying greater attention to childhood
and early adulthood psychological disorders and their
consequences may yield benefits for mid-life mental health.
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